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Leadership
Conference
Is 'Success

Cheerleaders' Jackets Lost;
Victory Week End Marred

Report By Senate
Due In Two Weeks

Number 5

Student Interest Zooms
As Maine Bears Open
State Series At Bates
Saturday Declared School Holiday
In Anticipation Of Campus Exodus

BY Dtcx ScattamAx

BY BILL MATSON
Hundreds of Maine students, faculty and alumni will flock to
Lewiston Saturday to follow Hal Westerman's Maine Bears as they
open their quest for the State Series title in a battle with Bates
College.
Maine will put its undefeated record on the line when it tangles
with Ducky Pond's Bobcats in a
1 :30 p.m. tilt that will highlight
the Bates Homecoming celebration.

Student activities and studentfaculty relations were topics of a
busy day at the Leadership Conference of last Sunday. President
Arthur A. Hauck met with the
academic and administrative
deans and the members of the
General Senate at the president's
camp at Beech Hill Pond.

Fall Assembly
Compulsory For
Co-ed Students

Integration Of Activities
Football enthusiasm, although sagThe conference was called in an
ging a bit after the Bears played a
effort to bring closer together the stuscoreless deadlock with New Hampdent, faculty, and administrative eleshire,
rose to a new high Saturday,
ments of the campus community.
At its second meeting of the year
after the Maine team won the Yankee
General topics considered included
Conference Title by completely over- the WSGA Council carried by a large
the integration of student activities
whelming a highly touted Connecticut majority a motion to make
attendance
and methods of making the activities
squad, 49-19. The title is the first one
at the women's fall assembly compulavailable to more students.
that the Bears have won outright.
sory for all women students. The
A report of the conference accomTicket Sales Are High
plishments is being prepared by memdecision
was prompted by the feeling
Already the ticket sales for the
bers of the General Student Senate.
game have indicated that a huge dele- that the benefits received from this
All concerned reported the confergation from Orono will be in the meeting are such that all women stuence very successful. Members believe,
stands at Garcelon Field to see Hal dents should be required to attend.
however, that a similar meeting is
Westerman and Co. strut its stuff.
The WSGA sponsors two women's
necessary before the objectives can be
Faculty Manager of Athletics Ted
vr's
assemblies a year. In regard to these
fully realized. A meeting of this kind,
Curtis has announced the possibility of
which probably would be held on cama bus to take some of the crowd to assemblies the Constitution of WSGA
pus, may be initiated by the General
The two girls in the back row,Jean Alex and Sharon Clark,
T.ewiston for the game. The cost will states that "there shall be at least
Senate.
were the victims in the loss of the jackets. Other yell leaders
Le $3 for the round trip. If the interest one compulsory Student Government
Conducted very informally, in open
are: front row, L-R, Norma Smaha, Flutter Floyd, Audrey and requests warrant, the bus will Meeting for the purpose of announcing and initiating the new officers
forum style, the conference was dividKoritzky, and Jeanette Hovey.
leave Orono at 8 a.m. Saturday and
Staff Photo by Marrour
in
the spring." Whether attendance
ed into a morning and an afternoon
return right after the game.
40 The joy that prevailed over the
at the fall meeting should be comsession. President and Mrs. Hauck
Ticket sales for the contest ended pulsory
is left to the discretion of the
campus at about 4:30 last Saturday
served dinner for the members between
tonight, with the sale of student-adult Council. Formerly
this meeting has
sessions.
afternoon was considerably dampened tickets (provided
for students who been non-compulsory.
Maefarlan Is Moderator
for two Maine cheerleaders when they want their parents or relatives seated
It was decided that the fall assemGreg Nfacfarlan acted as moderator
discovered that their new $10 uniform next to them) occupying most of the
bly
this year should be held in the
of the morning session on a program
jackets had disappeared from the day.
All freshman and transfer women
Women's Gym, third boor, Friday,
arranged by Stan Lavery and suggestladies room in Memorial Gymnasium. Twenty-Four Hour Rule
November 2.
ed in advance by the conference com- are invited to an "Introduction to
Jean Alex and Sharon Clark inThe best indication of how the tickmittee headed by Harry Henderson. Sorority" meeting on Oct. 29 from formed Ted Curtis. faculty
manager ets are going is the fact that Monday. Mary Noyes. assembly chairman,
Subtopics for the morning session 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Louis Oakes of athletics, that they had
left their the first day the tickets were put on proposed that the assembly be in the
ranged from 'Are There Too Many Room. Phyllis Noyes is chairman of jackets in the ladies room
form of a panel discussion with Prof.
locker sale. over 450 ducats were purchased.
Activities On Campus?' to 'Is There the program, which will include:
prior to the Connecticut-Maine game Said Curtis. "There is no doubt that Alice Stewart and Margaret Murray
A Dating Problem On Campus?' The A Comparison Between High School because of a last-minute
decision of more than 1,000 students will have as panel participants. The proposal
latter, however, was not discussed as and College Sororities, Lois Welton. the girls to wear "M" sweaters
was carried unanimously.
rather purchased tickets when the total sale
time ran out on the morning session.
"The Views of a Non-Sorority than the new uniforms.
Jeanne Frye, WSGA president,
has been tabulated."
pointed
out to the council members
Dean of Women Edith Wilson pre- Woman," Harriet Johnson.
Helen T. Young, secretary to CurCouple this figure with the number
that there had been two changes in the
pared the program on student-faculty
"My Three Years in Sorority," tis, reported seeing the jackets in the of alumni
and faculty tickets sold, and
relations for the afternoon session. Jeanne Frye.
locker at about 4 p.m. When the girls it is evident that an imposing Maine women's regulations.
Jeanne Frye served as moderator.
The first of these changes states
"What Sorority Means to an Alum- went to retrieve them after the foot- cheering section will be in the stands.
na," Mrs. Leone Nutting.
ball game, the jackets were gone.
Saturday has been declared a school that women attending late permission
"Information on Rushing," Mary
Miss Clark said that it would take holiday. The "24-hour cut rule" will dances shall not be allowed overnight
permissions unless going to their own
Jean McIntire.
about six weeks to replace the jackets. be in effect all day Friday.
homes and that these permissions must
be arranged before the dance with
Student tickets for the Colby game
Dean Wilson.
will go on sale at the ticket window
The second of these changes states
in the office of Ted Curtis, Faculty
that permission to visit overnight in
Manager of Athletics, on Monday.
or near Orono should be obtained
Oct. 29, at 9 a.m. Ticket sales will
from the Dean of Women.
continue between the hours of 9 a.m.
BY HELEN JOHNSON
United States by the Office for Stu- is a far more successful method of
and 5 p.m. through Wednesday, Oct
dent Tours and Exchanges in Vienna. promoting peace than speeches and
The singers and dancers of the A non-profit organization, the
31.
Office lectures. The organization has thus
Students should present their stu- musical "Visitors from Vienna," to was founded after World War I by far brought together some 20,000 stu(lent passes (plus one dollar). No be seen on the University campus No- Doctor Oskar F. Bock. lector at the dents from 24 nations on walking.
student will be permitted to buy more vember 6, have a two-way goodwill University of Vienna. as a token of climbing, canoeing, and skiing tours
After the Homecoming game bemission.
gratitude for aid rendered to Austrian and even on scientific expeditions. The tween the Polar Bears
than five tickets. In the past some
of Bowdoin and
On the one hand they will try to students by the United States and group is free from any political ties the Black Bears
students have brought a handful of
of Maine, one of the
and is recognized by all international highlights will he an informal getstudent passes with them and purchased teach American students as much as Britain.
tickets for a large group. The athletic possible about Austria's colorful culThe purpose of the organization is student bodies.
together sponsored by the All-Maine
department feels that the limit of five ture and on the other they are making the furthering of international relaDr. Susanne Polsterer, art director Women. in the Memorial Gym.
tickets will give the student body as a study of American life and customs tions and goodwill by bringing the and mistress of ceremonies for VisiAn annual event, the affair gives
a whole a better chance to get tickets. which they will carry back to their young people of various countries to- tors from Vinenna. although only 25, grads, students, faculty and all the
old
gether on informal tours and trips. has already received her doctorate friends of the school
After Oct. 31 tickets will go on sale native land.
a chance to meet
Thu group has been sent to the The leaders of the office feel that this
to the public at the athletic office.
(rostinued ow Page Three)
again.
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Sorority Affair
Next Monday

Tickets Available
For Colby Game

Austrian Youth Group,'Visitors From Vienna,'
To Open Tour Of New England Here Nov.6

Women Planning
Homecoming Fete
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Maine Graduate
Clifford McIntire
Wins House Seat
Clifford G. McIntire, class of '30,
was elected last Monday to fill the
congressional seat vacated by the death
of Rep. Frank Fellows in the Third
District.
McIntire, who makes his home in
Perham, has never before sought political office. He has served as president of the Maine Federation of Agricultural associations; vice president of
the Aroostook County Extension association; vice president of the Potato
Industry Council of Maine; and member of the Agricultural Advisory committee at the U. of M.
Mr. McIntire first came into prominence in 1933, when he became district
manager for the Federal Land Bank
of Springfield, Mass.
In 1947 he became associated with
the Maine Potato Growers, Inc., as
credit manager and assistant general
manager.
The new representative is 43 years
old, married and has two children.

Six Candidates
Nominated By
Fraternity

Orono, Maine, October 25, 1951

University Society
BY FRANCES DION

Deadline Near
For Draft Test,
Students Told

Another football victory! \Vow! was in charge with Mr. and Mrs.
Keep it up. fellows. The feather in Charles Crossland and Lt. John FurKappa Phi Kappa, national profesBY DAVE GETCHELL
the caps of U. of M. students looks
sional educational fraternity, held its very becoming. The natural thing to key chaperoning.
Brigadier General George M. CarRight next door the Sig Ep's party
first open meeting of the season on follow such a game as that of last
ter,
Maine Director of Selective Serwas
in
full
swing with 50 couples presWednesday, Oct. 17. Prospective can- Saturday is a goodly number of parties
ent.
Decorations
of
cornstalks
vice,
has issued a reminder to all coland
didates for the society were intro- so straighten that cap and get ready pumpkins provided
an
autumn
setting.
lege students that the deadline for
duced. They are Galen Leathers, Wil- for another round.
Pledges Carl Bridges, Ralph Clark,
filing application blanks for the new
Sigma Nu held parties on both Frimot Oliver, Stan Ferguson. John
Roger Chick, Edvtin Pert, and
Hall, Wesley Farnum, and Sherman day and Saturday evenings. The house George Earl gave
out with some good series of Selective Service College
was decorated in
Rowles.
entertainment as did actives Bub Pert Qualification Tests is drawing near.
President Charles Paine read the a football theme
and Ron Schutt. Chaperoning were
He stressed the point that all eligiconstitution and by-laws and explained with 50 couples
Maj. and Mrs. Richard Freeman ble students should take the test if
the aims and purposes of the fraterni- attending on Friand Lt. Col. and Mrs. Samuel Unger they plan to apply for deferment as
ty to the new as well as the old mem- day. The pledges
with Ken Wiley in charge of arrange- students. This warning has just been
provided the enbers.
ments.
received by the Faculty Committee on
tertainment with
In keeping with the goal of the
Eerie spider webs, bats, and skulls Military Service.
Cy Wentworth
organization, Paine stressed the point
the Phi Kap house as the
decorated
Persons planning to take the test
"that our greatest single obligation acting as emcee.
fellows
should
held
their
note that the last date of filing
"House
of
Horrors"
is the promotion and betterment of Chaperoning were
party.
applications
The
pledges
for the Dec. 13 test is
entertained
with
Sgt. and Mrs. Earl Eastwood and
our educational institutions and the
a
skit
entitled
"Perils
midnight,
of
Monday,
the
LightNov. 5. ApplicaSgt.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Carter. The
teaching profession."
same theme was carried over to the house Keeper's Daughter." Approxi- tions for the April test must be postDr. George T. Davis, who replaces
following evening. Forty couples at- mately 35 couples were chaperoned by marked not later than midnight,
Dr. Thomas King in the School of
tended including fraternity brothers Mr. and Mrs. Homer Woodward and March 10.
Education, was introduced to the
According to General Carter, those
from Bowdoin and Connecticut. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Francis Knaide.
group and was elected to the assistant and Mrs.
Approximately 30 Hillel members who do not have test score results in
George Davis and Mr. and
faculty sponsor's position. Dr. Davis,
Mrs. Lewis Niven chaperoned. Dick congregated at the home of Rabbi and their cover sheets may have "a very
Carnival Date Changed
formerly of Pennsylvania State and
Wood and Dick Ayotte were in charge Mrs. Milton Elefant on Sunday to difficult time indeed" in convincing
The date of the annual U. of M. Harvard, will assist Dr. Garland Rus- of arrangements.
celebrate the observance of Succos, a their local draft boards that they
Winter Carnival has been changed sell, faculty sponsor.
Not far away TEP also held a party holiday of harvest. Paul Royte re- should be deferred as students.
from Jan. 11-12 to the week end of
Eligibility for membership in Kappa
The criterion for deferment as a
on
Saturday evening. Besides the reg- lated the history of the holiday and
Feb. 22-23 because the original date Phi Kappa is acquired through credit
the group enjoyed singing and lots of student is either a satisfactory score
ular
vic
dance
there
was
group
singfell only .four days after Christmas courses in the School of Education.
ing with Ronnie Herzeberg entertain- good refreshments. Rhoda Kaprow (70) on the Qualification Test or
vacation.
ing with his uke. Mr. and Mrs. Lau- with the assistance of Mrs. Elefant ar- satisfactory position in class standing
(upper half of the freshman class,
rence Evans and Mr. and Mrs. Ar- ranged for the afternoon program.
The Campus is planning to start a
This isn't leap year but the Pi Phi upper two-thirds of the sophomore
thur
Weaver
chaperoned
the
30
series of stories on the numerous
couples attending. Dick Wilner and girls turned around and asked the class, ur: ^r three-fourths of the
small clubs at the University.
Bob Shulman arranged for the party. Phi Gain fellows to a spaghetti feed junior class), according to the release
Auditions for prospective drum maSeveral alumni came back to help and taffy pull on Monday evening. A from the State of Maine Selective
jorettes for the Band will be held in
Theta Chi celebrate the football vic- wonderful idea, I calls it. The party Service Headquarters received by the
the Field House, Wednesday, Oct. 31,
tory Saturday evening. A vic dance was held in the SRA building with Faculty Committee.
at 7:45 p.m. All women interested in
If a senior has been accepted for
was held with 35 couples in attendance. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak chaperROM Pit
becoming varsity or substitute majorMr. and Mrs. David Trafford and oning. Group singing was another graduate school he may qualify for
ettes should notify Constance Berry,
"Ma" Henderson chaperoned. Don feature to the tremendous evening. deferment providing he stands in the
South Estabrooke, by Monday, Oct.
Thompson was social chairman in Ida Moreshead was in charge of ar- upper half of his class or attains a
29.
ranging for the program.
score of 75 or better on the Qualificacharge.
All those auditioning will perform
Delta Zeta held its Golden Jubilee tion Test. Students in graduate school
Phi Mu Delta held a vic dance and
before the band at the regular song
fest with 25 couples attending. Founders' Day Tea yesterday in the may be deferred so long as they reWednesday night rehearsal. Names Dick
Simmons played the piano for Balentine Sunparlor from 3-5 p.m. All main in good standing.
of those qualifying will be posted on
the group. Sewall Hobson arranged sorority girls and their advisers were
Applications for the tests and the
the bulletin board in Carnegie Hall as the evening
while Dean and Mrs. invited along with house directors, Bulletin of Information issued in consoon as possible.
Winthrop Libby and "Ma" Yale fraternity house mothers, and mem- junction with the tests may be obbers of the administration. Rita Por- tained from any member of the Facul• served as chaperons.
About 30 couples attended the TKE ter arranged the afternoon program. ty Committee on Military Service.
vic dance. A feature of the evening
Pinned this past week end were
was entertainment provided by Bob Helena Mehlhorn to Bob Blethen,
Sigma Pi Sigma Group
Hampson, Dave Haskell, and the Phi Kap; Alice Bean, Melrose, Mass.,
May Give Physics Award
Thebarge brothers. Bob Ehrlich to Al Cole, Phi Kap.

Drum Majorettes'
Tryouts Scheduled

JOHNP4UL

No Better
Place in

i3

New England
To Buy

SLACKS
I.

• 4,1,1-:NS

SKLAR'S
Delicatessen
& Creamery

II 7 State St.

•

5-10 Treworgy's Stores 5-10
FAMOUS EAGLE

Bangor, Mc.

GOOSENECK DESK LIGHTS
$2.79

• FLANNELS
SANDWICHES
TO TAKE OUT

Ii

II 'Slain St.

Fits 'em all

ro

ORONO

PELS

The Bread with the old style flavor

Men's Clothing
Repair Shop

Nissen's:Bakery Products

20 Hammond St.
Bangor
(over Cal's Electr. Shop)

Spencer Tourist Home
Near Campus

John Paul

We repair and replace zippers
on any garment, sleeping.
bags and leather-goods.
Knitted parts on all jackets
replaced. Relinings.
ZIPPERS FOR SALE.

—OLD HOME BREAD

Short or tall ...

Big or small

Zipper Trouble?

STEEL BOOK ENDS
59c Pr.

•GABS
By the hundred.

Sigma Pi Sigma, honorary physics
society, is considering a proposal to
award a prize to the highest ranking
student in Physics 1 and 2. Orin
Lowe, William Ellsworth, and Brad
Rising have been named as a committee to investigate the action.
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•
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Maine Host
To Austrian
Youth Group

TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

Harvey Becomes Maine Masque Featured Star,
But Cast Members Agree That'Pookal Is O.K.
BY NI.% It ORIE WYLDE

Rally Is Start
Of MCA Drive
For Members

BEN SKLAR'S

SHOP and SAVE ON YOUR

CH RISTiv\AS

Panel For Tech Frosh
\11 technology freshmen interested
in learning "What a Chemical Engineer Is, and What He Studies" are
invited to a panel discussion sponsored
by the local chapter of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers.
The meeting will be held Tuesday.
Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. in 362 Aubert.

GIFTS
AT

FREESVS

RAY McH ENRY
tlI(

MAINE SEXTET

ppers
.ping-

The combo N%itIt i log
band sound.
Featuring a completely

'lacers

NEW LIBRARY of
POPULAR & STANDARD
tunes ARRANGED for
DANCING. (No Bebop
unless by special request!I
• • • •

ingot.
DP)

Reasonable Rates for
Campus Engagements.
331 Corbett
Phone 472
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Bangor Office Supply,
Inc.
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
A complete line of office
equipment and students'
supplies

MINM8 •••••
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'rigor

18 Poet Office Sq.
•
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Lost any books lately? Feel as if
(Continued from Page One)
someone's listening in on your converThe MCA membership drive startfrom the University of Vienna. She sations? Have any trouble hearing the
ed
with a kick-off rally in the Louis
voice on the other end of the phone?
took highest honors in her four subOakes room Sunday evening. CoChances are it's Harvey, the pooka of
jects; English language and literature,
chairmen Dave Collins and Gorham
Broadway fame.
psychology, German language and
Just in case you don't know, Harvey
Hussey outlined plans for a sweeping
literature, and philosophy.
is a white rabbit six feet one and a
campaign.
She completed her studies in record half inchec tall,
easily recognized by
Successful and increasing returns
time despite the fact that she was his Nov tie and
battered felt hat. After
barred from school at the age of 17 for success in New
are
reported by the membership capYork and Hollywood,
defiance of the Nazis. While she was he's arrived on the
tains
Bev Pettengill, Frank Butler,
University of Maine
not allowed to study the liberal arts campus to star in the
Maine Masque's
Bruce McLennan, and Dick Davis.
with other girls of her age she entered production of "Harvey.
"
Several members were admitted to
a private dramatic school and conWhen interviewed, Harvey said that
the Cabinet at a supper meeting held
tinued her studies on her own. After he was very favorably
impressed with
Wednesday evening. New members
the war she enrolled in the University the University of Maine
and felt right
are Nancy Caton, the editor of Ship
of Vienna . While there she appeared at home in Orono. As a
matter of fact,
Ahoy, Norma Jose, and Charlie Husin many professional theatrical pro- one of his fellow actors
in the Masque
sey.
ductions.
says, "Harvey reminds me of the guy
The latter two will arrange a friendJean Williams and Martin Gerrish, "Harvey" principals,
When the American troops entered in the next booth at Pat's—big pink
ship-marr
rehearse for Nov.7 opening.
iage series to be held in the
Austria in 1945 she joined the famous eyes and so friendly!"
Staff Photo by Marcoux
spring for all students. Treasurer Neil
Rainbow Division acting as an inA fter almost two weeks of rehearsal, sonalities I have ever
directed. Why, Dr.
R. Chumley,
Littlefield proposed a budget of $2,085
terpreter, secretary, and occasionally thtt other members of the cast of "Harhe knew his lines at the very first
for
the coming year, which was apDick
Newdick
dishwasher.
vey" have also formed some opinions
reading."
Petty
Chumley,
proved
Ellen
and accepted by the Cabinet.
Levinson
about
the
towering
white pooka. DotDr. Polsterer's desire is to do her
Harvey makes his debut at the Uni- Judge Omar Gaffney, Carleton Guptill
part in the cultural rehabilitation of tie McCann said. "I thought I was a
E. J. Lofgren,
Season tickets for the Maine
Bill Heyne
Austria. and her personal ambition is character, but what a scene-stealer he versity of Maine Wednesday through
Masque
Theatre can be obtained
Saturday.
Nov.
7-10,
is.
at
Those
the
Little
big white ears are too much
to become a great actress.
through your dormitory or house repTheatre. This is also Homecoming
c3mpetiti
on
for
anyone!"
Dr. Oskar F. Bock, leader of the
Library Hours, Week End of Oct. resentative or at 330 Stevens Hall.
Nfartin Gerrish, who plays Elwood Week End and Harvey confided that
Third Goodwill Tour of Austrian
he's
looking
forward to it, "Because,"
Students and Teachers, led goodwill Dowd, has a favor to ask. He'd like
he whispered, "confidentially, I'm a
Friday-7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
tours to England and South Africa everyone to try to "be a little more
I TYPEWRITERS REPAIRED
party
pooka!"
considera
te
of
Saturday
Harvey.
—Closed.
For some reabefore the Second World War with
RIBBONS
The complete cast follows:
Sunday—I :30 to 10 p.m.
great success. With the occupation of son, on buses everyone always thinks
George
L. Ilashey
Reserved books may be taken out
Austria in 1938 Dr. Bock's work was he's an empty seat, and he's crushed." Myrtle Mae Simmons, Dottie McCann.
16 Middle St.
Orono, Me.
On the whole, however, the members Veta Louise Simmons, Joanne San Friday afternoon after 12:30,
interrupted. The Office for Student
to be
Tel. 345
of
the
Antonio
cast
agree
that
Harvey
really
returned by 2 o'clock on Sunday.
Tours and Exchanges was closed. Dr.
is a terrific guy. Despite the fact that Elwood P. Dowd,
Martin Gerrish
Boch himself was persecuted.
he's a celebrity, he's been very cooper- Miss Johnson.
Gloria Plissey
Immediately after the war he started
ative, and so far, hasn't shown any Mrs. Ethel Chauvenet,
Jean Williams
his activities again. Supported by Dr.
signs of temperament. Herschel Brick- Ruth Kelley, R.N.,
Pat Keenan
Old Town
Maine
Polsterer he began to work on the
er, director of the Masque, says,"Har- Duane Wilson,
Harry Henderson
Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS
idea of a goodwill tour to North
vey is one of the most interesting per- Dr. Lyman Sanderson.
Ed Johnson
• SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
America. The tour became an ac• NECKWEAR
complished fact in 1949 and 1950. The
• WOLSEY SOCKS
second goodwill tour came to the
country in 1951.
The University of Maine will be the
firct New England stop of the Third
Goodwill Tour which will be concentrated in the North East.
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Hot Situation

Case Of The Missing Jackets
With the Yankee Conference football title safely in the
record book and with the YC Bean Pot presumably on its way
to Orono, we can turn our attention to other matters.
At about the time some 6,000 spectators were leaving
Alumni Field, after watching their favorite team win the championship, two of the cheerleaders' new uniform jackets were
being removed from the locker in the ladies room in Memorial
Gymnasium.
It was at first assumed that the jackets had been removed
for safe-keeping by some responsible University employee.
However, inquiries of all persons who might have had occasion
to remove the jackets turned up no information as to their
whereabouts. The girls were left with the assumption, distasteful as it was, since the jackets are worth about $10 and are not
immediately replaceable, that a person or persons unknown had
appropriated part of their uniforms.
Whenever we hear of a theft being committed on campus—
granted that it isn't often—we are disheartened. We like to
think that people of the so-called college level are above that
sort of thing.
But if it should be proved that the jackets were really
stolen, we would be positively disillusioned. Because, since the
act would have occurred in the ladies room, it could only mean
that a member or members of the fairer sex had committeed the
theft.
Of course, we rationalize, if a theft was actually committed,
it might well be that it was not committed by a co-ed. After all,
there were 6,000 people at the ball game, probably half of whom
were not members of the campus community.
Perhaps, one or more non-college girls thought the jackets
would look nice pinned up on their bedroom wall along with
the dance programs and pictures of the boy friends. Or, perhaps,
a middle-aged matron or matrons thought the jackets would
make good souvenirs of the football game.
We hope that the jackets are found tucked away in some
out-of-the-way corner, both for the girls' sake and for our own
peace of mind.
• • •
We will spare Hal Westerman's Black Bruins from further
hearty slaps on their already well-pounded shoulders, but we
would like to give them a big editorial "thanks" for bringing
the Yankee Conference football crown to Maine.
Maine football, victory-starved for lo these many years,
has finally arrived at its place in the sun. And it has taken but
three short autumns under the new regime to establish the Bears
as a small college power.
The late-departed Dave Nelson—and we wonder if he's
still happy in Delaware—led the Maine-men through a highly
successful season last year. Nelson's eleven rolled up five wins
against one loss and a tie. And they tied Bowdoin for the state
championship.
But it remained for "Worrying Hal" Westerman to lead
the Bears out of the Yankee Conference wilderness and into the
Promised Land. In clinching the title, his boys beat Rhode
Island, humiliated Vermont and Connecticut, and were tied by
an inspired New Hampshire eleven.
There is no cure for student apathy toward college athletics
like a winning team. And Westerman's undefeated club has the
football fever burning brightly at Maine.
Bring on the state series. This is Maine's year!
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ReprInted from March 1951 issue of Esquire

Copyright 1951 by Esquire, Inc

"I've done my best to cheer him up, Doctor, always telling him toforget losing his job .
forget the bills piling up ...forget the
threat of ill health...forget...

Disa And Data
By

STAN FERGUSON

The week end was a termendous Korean campaign makes a great deal
success from all angles.... News- of sense to the vets of WW II.
papermen flocked to the campus from "The fighting forces at that time were
all corners of the state to make regular army, manned by old-time,
overfed sergeants and young inexperiMaine's Third Annual Newspaper
enced youths seeking security," he
Day a memorable one. Representa- said. This cadre, now strengthened
tives of every journalistic classifica- by citizen soldiers, are giving a better
tion were present including an unex- account of themselves, though hampected but wholly welcome member pered no little by state-side complaof the Costa Rican Ministry of Agri- cency.
culture and the Bureau of Information
The crusading spirit of the speakers
and Libraries.
as they talked against censorship and
The luncheon at Estabrooke was suppression of public information is
splendid, fresh peas, baked Aroostooks, heartening. All of them denounced
golden-crusted scallops with tartar the vagaries of the phrase "withholdsauce, chased by ice cream, cake, and ing information for the good of the
coffee.... Probably the least intro- public."
verted group in the world, the newsNews, be it good, bad, or indifferent,
paper people waited upon no conven- is news, and under the very definition
tion to make themselves at home, with of "freedom of the press" cannot be
the pleasant result that there was a
withheld—(but often is). The broad
minimum of sweaty conversational power appropriated by our democratic
silences.
officialdom has invaded the field of
Hal Boyle, AP War Correspondent, truthful and complete reportorial covwho headed a sparkling speakers erage. Withholding of news from the
program, couldn't believe that he was press "for the good of the public"
in Maine. what with the beautiful smacks of wet-nursing, and the public
weather and all
Boyle's explana- has long been beyond the stage where
tion of our early reversals in the it requires anything of the sort.

The Breeze And I
BY PERLESTON PERT, JR.

To the Editor: There is in existence
on this campus a situation which is
fast becoming a serious problem. I
refer to the effect of the atmosphere in
the reference room of our library.
It has been stated by many of the
temporary inhabitants of this room that
the sleeping pill hasn't been made
which can do the job that five minutes
in that room can on the most alert
mind. In fact, those persons who are
forced to spend any large amount of
their time "reading" books which have
been placed on reserve can almost be
called "tenants,' since it is not at all
impossible that they are on more intimate terms with Somnus in the library
than in their own rooms.
There are, of course, at least two
possible causes of this universal unconsciousness. It can either be brought
on by the type of material which our
beloved professors put on reserve in the
first place, or it can be the result of
poor ventilation. Whichever of the
above is the root of the problem,
though, there should be little difficulty
for the parties concerned to alleviate
the situation, IF THEY SO DESIRE.
Let us have less reading (or more interesting reading, at least) or else
better ventilation. The way things
stand right now, too many people are
getting too much sleep and are thus
getting too far behind in too many subjects.
JIM TOLMAN

On Apathy To Trophies
To the Editor: After talking to
many alumni and students who have
never taken it upon themselves to make
a visit to the University's trophy room,
I have come to the conclusion that
something is lacking in our school
spirit.
The trophy room is somewhat of a
symbol of our school's enthusiasm and
spirit of competition. And, when a
few students or rather many students
don't take the time to browse through
the room and view the many symbols
of our school's victories, something
ought to be done.
The room is open during many of
the school's atheltic contests and ope!
houses. When it is closed, the key
may be obtained from Ted Curtis
office. He'll be glad to let you take
a look around.
NAME WITHHELD
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To the Editor—Sorry! Nlistakei
A week end crammed full of activi- of the fraternity houses on campus.
ties left us with the happy realization The fraternity Hal visited was the Men, hold that nickel! Last week thi
Campus urged men not to waste drill
that the football team had won the same one he belonged to while a stuand money phoning women's dorm.
dent
at
the
University
of
Missouri:
Yankee Conference title, the left beSig Ep. Hal spent a full half hour during listed meal hours, but mixe4
hind feeling that comes with getting
at the fraternity house answering up the Friday schedule slightly.
no studying done in three days, and questions, asking some of his own,
Corrected list:
a pleasant recollection that somewhere and freely displayed his best brand
Monday-Thursday: luncheon, 124
along the way we had met and talked of humor.
12:30; dinner, 6-6:30.
with a fella named Hal Boyle.
It was Hal's first visit to the Maine
Friday: same as above except or
Hal Boyle, for the information of campus, and, believe it or not, he was rally nights or before a game,
wheti
those who still do not know who he is, impressed. He also liked the State dinner is 5:30-6.
writes a newspaper column for the of Maine, if we interpreted his conSaturday: dinner, 12-12:30 ; supAssociated Press. Oh. yes ... and he versation correctly, and he expressed per,
5:30-6.
gets paid for it.
a desire to visit Maine again and
Sunday: dinner, 12:45-1 :15; supOur first glimpse of Hal came when write about the state.
per, 5:30-6.
he arrived at the registration desk in
Of course, we weren't the only ones
Another time you may have trouble
the lobby of the library. A well-built who were impressed by Hal Boyle.
getting your girl is any night after
man with a figure any football player Far more important people than we
midnight. The girl NN lio sleeps next to
would admire, Hal was as quick with
were.
the phone is often not too pleased about
his smile as he was with his humor.
And then there are those who didn't getting up and running all over the
He impressed us as being just another meet him personally and maybe
dorm hunting for her. Why not warn
guy, and he paid just as much atten- weren't impressed by him. Further the
lucky girl ahead of time of your
tion to students as he did to news- than that. as I mentioned before, there
intentions? And have her waiting b
paper publishers.
are those who still do not know who the phone....
Though his stay at the University the man is. Maybe they got their
E.L.
lasted only one day and his time was studying done. .... You can bet your
Editor's Note—Thanks for the cur
limited, the AP columnist cheerfully life they know who won the Yankee tection. It wasn't the
Campus lba
consented, when asked to visit at one Conference football title.
did the urging, however.
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Panels Highlight Psychology Kindergarten Class Military Group 'MCA Deputation
Newman Club Prepares Foi- Halloween Party Hears Colonel Team Conducts
Brewer Service
Week End Here
At A Smoker
The Department of Psychology
Kindergarten, under the direction of
Mrs. Mary Flintham. has completed
three weeks of special training for
children.
As a follow-up of their summer
experiences, the children in the class
were instructed in pedestrian safety
through the medium of stories and
movies and then conducted about the
campus so they might learn the rules
from a practical standpoint.
Following the unit of study on
safety, the kindergarten was shown
how buildings were constructed with
emphasis added by an inspection of
the foundation of the new Union
Building. Further experience of the
machine world about them was given
to the children when they visited the
machine shop to see the locomotive
and airplane located there.
A nature trip along the river bank

Work On Union
To Be Continued

•

The Campus still has room on its
editorial staff for reporters and feature
writers.

Betts Bookstore

BANGOR
Oct. 25, 26, 27
"THE LAW AND THE LADY'
C;rer Garson, Michael Wilding
Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31
"SATURDAY'S HERO"
John Derek, Donna Reed,
Sidney Blackmer, Alexander
Knox

54-58 Columbia St.. Bangor
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Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twolvo officits in
East•rn Maine

-

Movrbor Federal Doposit Insurane• Corp.

Lt. Col. William M. Summers was
the guest speaker at a recent combined
business meeting and pledge smoker of
the Scabbard and Blade in Estabrooke
Hall.
In discussing "The Purpose of the
Scabbard and Blade and the Obligations of Its Members," Col. Summers
reviewed the history of the organization, He pointed out that Company D,
2nd Regiment of the University of
Maine Chapter, Scabbard and Blade is
only one of a society that has grown in
number nationally to a total of 104
companies with 45.000 members.
The commanding officer of the company, Capt. Richard W. Stillings, a
member of the class of 1952, presided
over the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McKenney
of Bangor spoke at a meeting of Le
Cercle Francais last NVednesday in
the SRA Building. They showed slides
of Paris, Versailles. Orleans. and
Chartres.

BIJOU
MIAMI:OD
Oct. 24, 25, 26
"DOUBLE CROSSBONES"
in Technicolor
Donald O'Connor, Helena
Carter, Hope Emerson,
Will Greer
Oct. 27, 28, 29, 30
"COME FILL THE CUP"
allies Cagney, Phyllis Thaxter,
I:a vniond Massey, James Gleason

PARK
BANGOR
Oct. 24, 25
"THE STRIP"
Mickey Rooney, Sally ForreNt
"BEDSIDE MANNER"
Ruth Hussey, Charles Ruggles.
Ann Rutherford
Oct. 26, 27
"FORT WORTH"
Randolph Scott
"BOWERY BATTALION"
Leo Gorey, Huntz Hall, and
The Bowery Boys

15

The first deputation team sent out by
the MCA held evening worship services and conducted a young people's
meeting at the Second Congregational
Church in South Brewer last Sunday.
Members of the team were Janice
Griswold, Nancy Littlefield, Laura
Wilson. Robert Pettie, Bernard Gardner, Fred Anderson, Charles Hussey,
and Donald Lombard.
As co-chairmen of MCA deputations, Harriet Johnson and Vance
Williams pointed out that, in visiting
various churches, the MCA deputation
teams find an opportunity to gain
valuable experience while serving
others.

Maine Outing Club members will
work next week end on the clearing
the MOC segment of the Appalachian
Trail. About 23 members of the group
last Sunday climbed Picked Mountain.
The chaperons for the rock climbing
trip were Professor Arthur G. Randall and Prof. and Mrs. Harold Young.

M. L. French & Son
196 Exchange St.
Bangor
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under the supervision of Dr. Ferdinand H. Steinmetz, head of the Department of Botany and Entomology,
acquainted the children with the details of natural life and, at the same
time, made them aware of the part nature plays in their lives. More field
trips of this type are planned for the
special group.
The new unit of study now under
way for the kindergarten is entitled
"Getting Ready for Winter." Prof.
Howard C. Dickey, head of the Department of Animal Husbandry, conducted a tour for the children through
the university barns showing them
how farmers prepare for winter.
Aside from their regular course of
instruction, the children are making
plans for a Halloween party. They
plan to decorate the basement of the
School of Graduate Study of the Psychology Department with witches and
goblins for the party.
Mrs. Flintham hopes that anyone
interested in the activities of this
special group will see her with suggestions for instruction helps, new
ideas, or plans for unusual events for
the Halloween party.

Delegates from Newman Clubs at
various colleges and universities in
New England gathered on campus
Oct. 19, 20, and 21 for the New England Province Newman Club Federation.
After the registration of students on
Friday under the direction of Dick
Finnick, the convention officially got
under way Saturday morning with a
breakfast. Four panels were conducted in the morning.
James P. Kelleher, Northeastern
University, convention
chairman,
N.E.P., conducted a panel on Newman
Club membership. A panel on leadership was led by Patricia Kirlin, Boston University, second vice president
of National Newman Club Federation.
Mary Harrigan, Simmons College,
New England Province Treasurer,
led a panel on "Newman Club as a
Road to Catholicism on Campus."
The last panel was conducted by
Father Francis E. LeTourneau, Chaplain for this campus, and Father Edmond Hache, chaplain at Colby College. The topic was "The Informed
Mr. Crossland, director of publicity
Catholic."
and
student relations, has another enFollowing the panels Reverend J.
couraging
word for those on campus
Desmond O'Connor, national chaplain
for the Newman Club Federation, was who have doubts as to the completion
the guest speaker at the dinner meet- date of the Union Building.
23 Central Street
Mr. Crossland states that the coning in Newman Hall. The annual
tractors
have
decided to go ahead with
Newman Club Stag dance was held in
Bangor, Maine
the Memorial Gym on Saturday the brickwork on the building so far
as possible without placing the steel
evening.
"School Supplies Priced
Reverend Robert Scott, C.S.P., New girders. This work will continue as
To Fit
England Vocational Director for the long as the weather permits.
In addition, Mr. Crossland says that
Paulist Fathers, was guest speaker at
Your Campus Budget"
a communion breakfast in Estabrooke the outlook for the arrival of the steel
Hall after the 8 o'clock mass on Sun- in April looks very promising.
•
day.
The Province business meeting was
YOUlt LATEST OUTSTANDING SUREEN HITS
held in the forenoon and followed by
a buffet lunch which officially closed
the week end.
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Wed. 8. Thurs., Oct. 24, 25
Double Feature
"HEART OF THE ROCKIES"
6:30-9:22
Roy Rogers, Penny Edwards
Plus
"SIROCCO"
7:37
Humphrey Bogart, Marta Toren

a bou-1-,/"

e.:

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 26-27
"JIM THORPE—ALL
AMERICAN"
Burt Lancaster, Phyllis Thaxter
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:17
•
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 28-29
"PAINTING THE CLOUDS
WITH SUNSHINE"
(Technicolor)
Dennis Morgan, Virginia Mayo
SIMI. Matinee 3(N); 6:30-8:28
Tuesday, Oct. 30
"BEST OF THE BADMEN"
(Technicolor)
Robert Ryan, Claire Trevor
6:30-8:17
Wed.& Thurs., Oct. 31-Nov. 1
Double Feature
"THE LION HUNTERS"
6:30-9:07
Johnny Sheffield
Plus
"SMUGGLERS ISLAND"
7:45
Jeff Chandler, Evelyn Keye,

Bijou and Opera House operate ,titinuously from 1:30 p.m. to
11 00 p m.

Wear it open
for wort:, or...
Gabanaro ... with the
amazing new .4rnfold collar

with a tie for
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A. J. Goldsmith
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University Calendar
THURSDAY, OCT. 25
3:45 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
Carnegie Committee room
7-9 p.m.—Tumbling, Women's Gym
7:15 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
15 Coburn
FRIDAY, OCT. 26
Freshman Football—Maine vs.
MCI—Home
SATURDAY, OCT. 27
Football—Maine vs. Bates—away
Varsity Cross Country—Maine vs.
Springfield—away
SUNDAY, OCT. 28
8, 9, 10, and 11 a.m.—Catholic
services, Our Lady of Wisdom
Chapel
9:00 a.m.—Episcopal services,
Canterbury House
11 a.m.—Protestant services, Little
Theatre
MONDAY, OCT. 29
4:30-5:30 p.m.—Social dancing
class—Balentine Recreation Room

8 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club, Women's
gym
TUESDAY. OCT. 30
7-9 p.m.—Square dance—Women's
gym
7 p.m.—\VSGA—Carnegie
Committee room
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31
6:30 p.m.—Tau Beta Pi, 215 New
Engineering
6:30 p.m.—Kappa Phi Kappa,
North Estabrooke
7-9 p.m.—Modern Dance

Soprano To Sing Here
Adele Addison, young American
soprano, will appear at the University
Nov. 15 as the featured artist in the
second of a series of five concerts to
be presented here this year.
Miss Addison, a completely American-trained artist, has performed with
the New England Opera Company,

Orono, Ilaine. October

25, 1911

AI umni-Teacher l Bananas Returns In 1953 Prism
Annual Dinner To Become Eighth In Dynasty
This Evening

Bananas, or rather the dynasty of football team lost to Bowdoin that
seven black bears that beguiled Uni- year. The bear, which died of ptoThe 31st annual dinner meeting of versity students from 1915 to 1936 as maine poisoning, was stuffed by a
the University of Maine Alumni mascot to the school's athletic teams, local taxidermist, and now rests in the
will be reincarnated in cartoon form
Teachers' Association is scheduled for
trophy room at Memorial Gym.
in the 1953 Prism.
Number Four Helped Win Game
this evening at the Portland YMCA,
Bananas I was directly responsible
70 Forest Avenue.
Bananas IV was one of the most
for the family name and crest. Trainer
Dean Mark Shibles of the Univer- Art Smith, track coach at the time, popular of the seven bears. A ball was
sity of Maine School of Education had taken the hear to Orono with him. deflected from her shoulders during
will be the speaker and Donald Taver- Smith entered a restaurant and the the Maine-Bowdoin game, and set up
a Maine touchdown. This endeared her
ner, new alumni secretary, will be bruin trundled along behind.
forever to all Maine men and women.
introduced.
There was a bunch of bananas
Bananas V was something of a deWilliam S. Brawn is president of hanging from a hook on the wall, and
the Association. Other officers are: the rest is history. Bananas (she was linquent. The stories told of the acvice president, Orville Guptill; sec- just plain "bear" at the time) gave one tions of this teddy are now legend.
retary, Bette B. Kilpatrick; treasurer, mighty swipe with her paw, and min- Among other exploits, she took an acDoris Cross. The executive com- utes later she had devoured the fruit. tive part in a Shriner's initiation in
1928. Initiates' feet were painted
mittee members are Kenneth Fobes, First Bananas Gained Fame
with honey, and Bananas V dutifully
Frank Kent, and Joanna Manwell.
The first Bananas gained such na- removed the
paint.
Several members of the School of tional prominence
in 1916 that she was
Education faculty as well as Maine
Bananas
VI
did not seem to be colinvited to Annapolis to bring luck to
Alumni with the State Department of
material.
lege
He flunked out in less
the Navy in their traditional clash
Education will attend
than
a
semester.
Rumors that he was
with Army.
readily accepted at Colby are unBananas I was no slouch as a mas- founded.
cot. She guided Maine's destiny as the
Izzy Goldsmith of Old Town suptrack team swept the National InterBananas VII. but the cost of upplied
collegiate Championship that year.
keep became so high that she was
But her disposition changed with moved from Maine to Highmoor
Farm,
age, and the amiable bear was gradu- where she hibernated
in a pile of hay.
ated to a zoological garden.
Soon afterwards she was found dead.
Little is known of Bananas II, ex- Thus ended the dynasty of Bananas in
cept that he reigned during the first 1936.
World War.
More detailed information concernBananas III gained some fame as a ing the seven bears, will be printed in
movie actress in -King Spruce" and the 1953 Prism.
"The Rider of the King Log." But
she was a failure as a mascot. Maine's

EAST MEETS WEST
IN NEW RELAY EVENT
You've heard of the Penn Relays. But
have you ever heard of a relay where the
hurdles are mountains, the average stride
is thirty miles, and the track stretches
coast to coast?
It's the Bell System's tWeedesO-eReitrir
and it brings East and West together in
one of the most important events in the
history of communications.
Telephone construction crews have just
recently completed the coast-to-coast
,Werafic.-4?ther system. Today, Long
Distance calls ride on radio microwaves,
beamed through the air from tower to
tower. And, for the first time, television
programs have been flashed from coast
to coast.

Students Are Active
In Newspaper Day

•

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively
Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches
Hammond St., Bangor

More than 70 out-of-town editors,
publishers, and other press visitors attended the University's third annual
observance of Maine Newspaper Day
last Friday and Saturday.
Twenty-three student members of
the Press Club and the Maine Campus
staff were at Friday's luncheon in
Estabrooke Hall. at which President
Arthur A. Hauck welcomed the news• papermen to the University.
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The new system supplements the thousands of miles of wire cable that all ea.),
tie the nation together. It helps make
America's vast communications n ei work
even stronger and more flexible. And it
could hardly happen at a better time. The
demands of defense are heavy and tu gent.

The purpose of the Maine Cub Well-Baby Clinic
is to immunize your children against disease. All
children of Students of University of Maine are
eligible to the age of 5 years.
Check Below
SI101

HOW Radii,Re/ay WORKS. Microwaves travel in a straight line. So relay
towers are usually built on hilltops and spaced about tLirty milcs apart. Just as a
runner picks up the baton from another runner; so each tower picks up microwaves
from its neighbor, and with complex electronic equipment amplifies and focuses
them like a searchlight, then beams them accurately at the next tower. And hun-

dreds of Long Distance calls ride the beam at the same time.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Whooping cough
Diphtheria
Tetanus
Booster
Vaccination
Physical

Dr. Fellows—Pediatrician
Mail to
Lois Wiles, R.N.
208 Forest Ave.
Orono, Maine
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Maine At Bates In Series Opener Saturday
-Tough Battle
Expected With
Plucky Bobcats

Harriers Face
Springfield In
Fourth Meet

Cracking a peanut with a sledge
hammer, or rather cracking a sledge
9 6,
hammer with a peanut, was what
Maine did last Saturday when it exploded little Billy McCann off the
Connecticut tackles with blockers to
spare. Victory was sweet and meant
By DANA WARREN
the Yankee Conference title for the
The University of Maine cross counBlack Bears. What about the State try team, undefeated in its first three
Coach Hal Westerman's 1951
Series coming up?
meets of the season, will journey to
Yankee Conference Champions
You can no doubt remember how Massachusetts Saturday for a dual
will open State Series play when
Bates dropped Maine 6-0 two years meet with a rugged Springfield Colthey oppose an unpredictable
ago in a pouring rain and the year lege team.
Rates squad at Lewiston this Satbefore how the Bobcats drubbed the
The Gymnasts, perennial high flyers
urday.
Bears 33-0 here at Orono. Raymond in eastern cross country circles,
are
Bears Show Power
"Ducky" Pond has a knack for getting expected to go all out to stop the winBouncing back from a 0-0 deadlock
Bates up for the State Series. It has ning ways of Dick Dow and comthe week before against a powerful
been reported that the Bobcats kept pany.
New Hampshire squad, the undefeated
some of their players idle last week
Last Saturday on the University of
Black Bears proceeded to roll over
against Northeastern, knowing that
New Hampshire's course at Durham,
the University of Connecticut last Satthey stood little chance of dumping
the Black Bear thinclads almost broke
urday, 49-19. Maine showed plenty
Joe Zabilski's boys. Last year the
a six-year jinx by racing to a 28-28
of
speed and power on the ground as
Black Bears defeated Bates 19-6 here.
tie with a power packed Wildcat team.
they racked up a total of 403 yards in
There have been cries on cam- Dow And McLean Pace Team
rushing against 107 gained by the
pus about the bleachers at AlumI.ed by Captain Dick Dow and CarleHuskies.
ni Field. Why don't they build a ton McLean
, who crossed the finish
This Saturday's contest against
bowl around the field to accom- line
together for the third time in as
Bates
will be the 63rd meeting of the
modate more customers and keep many meets,
the Maine team grabbed
two
schools
in state series play. The
that biting wind from sweeping
first, second, and sixth places to New
rivalry began in 1893. Since that time,
down the gridiron? Why don't Hampsh
ire's third, fourth, and fifth
Maine has won 30, Bates 26, and six
they put more bleachers on the spots.
games
have ended in ties.
visitor's side? Some action has
During the meet, Black Bear mainBates
Will
Be Tough
eYidently been taken because new
stay Ed Perry developed a cramp in
In emphasizing the fact that Bates
Ed Bogdanovich, tricky Pale Blue halfback, is just out
bleachers will be set up on the
of
his side and was forced to drop back
squad will be mighty tough from all
reach of Sylvester of Connecticut as he races toward pay dirt.
Yisitor's side for the Homecomand place last.
angles, Coach Westerman stated
The run was good for twenty yards. The Bear speedster, who
ing battle against Bowdoin. A
Seven Harriers To Make Trip
"Ducky Pond of Bates is a fine and
picked up plenty of yardage all afternoon, later accounted
crowd of 12,000 is expected to
for
Members of the Maine squad who
a shrewd coach, this is the opening
one of the seven Maine TD's.
flock to this game.
Photo by Morcoux
will run against Springfield on Saturgame
of the schedule and although
It seems quite evident at the home day
are Captain Dick Dow, Carleton
Bates has had tough luck in its early
football contests this year that the McLean
, Bill Hirst, Ed Perry, Mal
season games it is really out to win
student body isn't giving adequate sup- Osborn
e. "Coke" Haskell, and Dave
this
one and will be plenty tough."
port to the fine Maine team. Perhaps Beppler
. The squad will leave for
With no serious injuries in last Satthe idea of State Series play will Springfield
on Friday afternoon and
urday's clash, the Bears will be at
liven up the fans to a point where return
to Maine on Saturday.
full strength for the Series opener.
cheering will be continuous and loud.
The University of Maine sailing
BY DICK SCHURMAN
Hard-running fullback Gordon PendleThe cheerleaders certainly give much
team under the captainship of Sumner
ton and speedsters Billy McCann and
of their time and effort to promoting
Maine Central Institute will be here
Cahoon literally swamped crews from
Ed Bogdanovich are three of Maine's
the proper spirit at the games. Maybe
Bowdoin and Colby last Sunday as tomorrow for a 2:00 p.m. clash with
backs m hom the Bobcats will have a
they should lead more cheers during
they sailed to the State Series cham- Coach Sam Sezak's strong Frosh foottough time corraling.
the course of a game.
While most of the student body has pionship in the New Meadows River ball team.
Lucien Garman, linebacker w ho
You think the sports writers been talking football
The yearlings busted out all over
, the University near Brunswick.
twice intercepted Connecticut passes.
have run out of ideas? Listen to of Maine basketb
all squad has been
A beautiful Indian summer day last Friday as they thundered through
showed plenty of ability as a ball carthis. Just recently the sports edi- taking shape
under the guiding eye offered only light, gusty winds to the Higgins Classical, 22-0. The Frosh
rier.
tor of the Chicago Tribune sug- of Coach Rome
Rankin.
sailors as they plied the mile course uncovered a passing and running atgested a cure to end grid evils.
Maine
Linemen Outstanding
Among the 35 candidates who have of the New Meadows River. Despite tack that had a good Higgins team
Arch Ward proposed that college
The
machine-like precision with
been reporting for practice regularly the unfavorable conditions, the Maine off balance all afternoon. Every man
coaches be rotated each year to
are Jack Christe, Bob Churchill, team had little difficulty in sweeping on Sezak's 38 man squad saw action. which Win Brown, Maine center, has
de-emphasize Big Time football.
Woody Carvell, Joe Sanders, Jack three firsts, a tie, and a third in the
After Ken Parady, who displayed a kicked 13 consecutive conversions may
Ile suggested that universities be
Sinclair, and Bunny Parady, all of five races sailed.
fancy throwing arm, passed to Ernie mean the difference in any one of the
divided into groups. spring pracwhom were squad members last year.
Bowdoin supplied the three, touchy, Smart for the first score and Roger Series tests. The quarter-backing of
tice be eliminated. coaches in
Gene Sturgeon and stellar line play of
Of these. only Christe, Churchill, and twelve-foot Nova
Scotian dinghies Miles kicked the point, the Frosh
each grfoip serve a school for one
Carvell are lettermen.
nailed the Higgins quarterback be- Harry Richardson, Captain Pete Podused in the races.
year and then mole on to another
The team will be bolstered by
hind
the goal line for two more points. us, Ray Cox, Gordon Thornburn, Ed
Skipper Sumner Cahoon and his
institution in the circuit, salaries
sophomores Walt Nixon, Jack Orino, crewma
The
Freshm
en led 9-0 at the end of the Cianchette. and Bob Whytock was ann, Ken Beaner, took high
he equalized so top-flight coach- Jack
other decisive factor in last week end's
Kelly. and Allen Philbrick.
honors for the afternoon with two first quarter.
es wouldn't be hurt, and coaches
battle and one which will give Bates
During the first few weeks of prac- firsts and
Plunging Ed Dudley scored once in
a third. The other Maine
allowed to live more normal lives.
plenty to worry about.
tice. the squad has worked on the pair,
Bob Chase and Howard Har- the second period and again in the
Several sports %titers have apfundamentals of offense, while this monie,
Coach Westerman is working the
copped a first and a tie. The final quarter to wind up the scoring
proved of this idea. Football is
past week has been devoted largely to final
squad hard this week and is giving
at
22-0.
score
was Maine 19, Bowdoin 12,
no doubt the greatest of college team
much attention to the Bear passing atplay.
and Colby 11.
Sezak was pleased with the club's
., .port.. It is well worth preservtack in addition to working on the
performance and felt that they would
ing and this may be a start in the
mistakes revealed in movies of last
be even better against M.C.I. Ken
right direction.
week's game.
Parady, Roger Miles, the only veteran
Westerman's Wild Men figure to
and married man on the squad, and
hand Ducky Pond's Bobcats a shelpowerhouse Ed Dudley were highlacking at Lewiston Saturday, but that
lights
in the attack. "Our defense was
doesn't stop "Worrying Hal" from
a highlight. too," Sezak said. "Men
soaking the crying towel. Maybe he's
By virtue of an 18 to 0 win over a
BY LORRIE SKOLFIELD
Fine defensive play and the ac- like Smart, Guernsey, Cadieux.
and
right. You can never count one of hard trying Kappa Sigma team
last curate passes of quarter
The women's doubles tennis semiback Joe Wall Ludwig played very important parts
Ducky's ball clubs out until the last Sunday. Phi Eta Kappa won
the
were
finals and finals were played last week
the
major
factors in Phi Eta's in our win."
gun is fired. This state series stuff Northern league championship
in
The Eros)), who lost their opener end and the University has a new set
is murder in the first degree.
fraternity intramural football compe- win. Wall threw three touchdown
to
Maine Maritime, three weeks ago. of champions.
Indications now are that there may tition for the third year in a row and passes—two to Ted Tolman and one
have improved each week. Sezak
In the semi-finals Ina van Hee and
gained
the
be more Maine fans at Lewiston
opportunity to square off to Wally Gagnon—to account
for all expressed the opinion that the Frosh' Jean Boomer
defeated Cynthia Nelson
Saturday than Bates rooters. Slunny against Phi Kappa Sigma, Southern of his team's eighteen points.
schedule was much too short and that and Helen Strong (substi
how a winning team wakes dormant League champ, next Sunday to decide
tuting for
Dunn 1 drew first blood in the his squad did not have ample time
to Ruth Thompson) by scores of 7-5.
the fraternity championship.
school spirit.
dormitory contest when Ed Bicterman display all its talents. Tomorr
ow's and 6-2. Van Hee and Boomer then
liaison Cleaners would do well
In the other game played Sunday, ran around end for six
points. Ted game with M.C.I. will be the Frosh's went on to take a 6-4 and
to h
6-1 victory
Hal Westerman this North Dorms 9 and 10 ripped Dunn Maher tied
it up for Dorms 9 and 10 finale.
over semi-finalists Bella Frazier and
v‘rek. Ills new suit and hat re- 1, 18 to 6, to become the 1951 dormi- by
intercepting a pass and going all
Nancy Kelley.
eri% ed quite a mauling from his tory champions. The dorm champion the wav
for the score. The combined
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of athteam during the ride they gave will play the winner of next Sunday's dorm
The first four hockey games reteam added two more six point- letics,
has announced a meeting in the sulted in a four way tie betwee
him after the final gun had fraternity game on the morning of ers in
n classthe second half. Bob Harmon Trophy
Room at Memorial Gymnasi- es. hut Monday the seniors
e
Iral. making them Yankee Homecoming Day to decide the ulti- and
forged
Robin Upton were both caught um
on Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. for ahead to a one game lead
Conference champions.
mate intramural football champion. by touchdown passes from
by defeatMaher.
all interested in winter sports.
ing the freshmen 1-0.

Maine Sailors Frosh Gridders
Win State Title To Meet M.C.I.

Three Lettermen
Bolster Hoopsters

Phi Eta Cops Northern Crown
For Third Consecutive Year

Women's Sports

Page Fight
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Music Program Cub Nursery School On Campus
By Mr. Prescott Sponsored By Mrs. Maine Club
Held Sunday
I he music department of the Uni‘ersity of Maine presented Edward
Prescott in a program of organ music
Sunday. Held in the Carnegie Hall
Foyer, this program represented the
second in a series of recitals now being presented by the Music Department.
Mr. Prescott, who is a member of
the faculty, received his early training at the Curtis Institute in Pennsylvania. He is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, and received a
Degree in Music at New York University.
He played several pieces by Bach,
a suite from "Water Music" by Handel, "Clair de Lune," by Bonnet, and
many other pieces.
Mr. Prescott's recital was well received by many members of the faculty, the student body, and other guests

If some Maine students' children
graduate before their parents do, it
will probably be from the Maine Cub
Nursery School sponsored by the Mrs.
Maine Club.
The nursery school, started in 1948,
gives the young children of student
veterans and faculty members a chance
for supervised group play and instruction three hours each morning,
Monday through Friday. The school
also gives the mothers of the children
an opportunity to work or attend
classes on these mornings.
Mrs. Rachel Keller, teacher at the
school, is a graduate of the University
of California. Her husband will

graduate from Maine in February.
During the morning, the children
have a play period, music period, and
a light lunch. This is followed by a
rest period and story telling hour.
Aside from their regular schedule, the
little folks work on scrapbooks and
occasionally go on trips to the University barns and other places of
interest on the campus.
A registered nurse, Mrs. Mary
Majors, visits the school twice weekly
to check the health of the children.
Parents pay six dollars a semester
so that their children may attend the
nursery school. Further support is
received from the Mrs. Maine Club.

Hall Addresses ASME

Goya Works Displayed

Malcolm Hall, who is with the education and training department of the
Foxboro Co., producers of industrial
instruments, spoke at the first meeting
of the .American Society of Mechanical Engineers in the Louis Oakes
Room last Friday.

An exhibition of 35 original aquatints by Francisco de Goya, one of
Spain's greatest painters, is now on
display in the Print Room, Carnegie
Hall, until October 27. Prof. Vincent
A. Hartgen obtained the show with
the help of Ferdinand Roten.

HUSH ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of October 22, 1951

To

For his excellent defensive and offensive play this year

•

ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
Rentals — Sales — Service

The recipient of this award is entitled to

18 Mill Street

Phone 9705

TE
19:
F5

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

senBia
o
into

HILLSON CLEANERS

Keylor Typewriter Exchange
47 Park St., Bangor

RI

WIN BROWN

Orono 647
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